Safeguards and Pitfalls

The application of capnography to differentiate peri-chest tube air
leak from parenchymal leak following pulmonary surgery
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Prolonged air leak is a common complication of pulmonary resection. However, while a bubbling chest drain
is commonly related to parenchymal air leakage, it may also be caused by air entering the pleural cavity via
an incomplete seal of the tissues at the chest tube insertion site. Examination alone is not sufficient to guide
the surgeon as to which of the above complications is responsible for drain bubbling. We describe a simple
method, whereby a CO2 monitoring device is attached to the chest drain to determine whether the air loss
observed is in fact due to a pulmonary air leak.
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Introduction
Air leaks represent a common complication following
pulmonary resection (1,2). In most individuals, these will
resolve in the early postoperative period but persistent air
leaks are demonstrated to result in prolonged hospital stays,
increased costs and risk of infection (3-5). Attention has
been given to intraoperative measures to limit the incidence
of air leaks such as sealants and staple line buttresses;
however, their efficacy remains unclear (6).
The postoperative management of chest tubes therefore
remains an essential component of patient care. Whilst it is
acceptable to manage persistent air leaks on an outpatient
basis with a Heimlich valve or similar compact drainage
device, this can be uncomfortable for patients and is
demonstrated to lower patient satisfaction (7). The goal of
the surgeon is therefore to optimize the inpatient assessment
of air leaks and ensure safe and early removal of chest tubes.
Previously, there was little to guide the surgeon in the
timing of chest tube removal other than clinical experience.
Recent developments have led to the use of digital air leak
devices, which give a quantitative measure of the air leak size (8).
However, these devices are costly, and often clinical decisions
remain subjectively based on the observation of bubbles in
the chest drain (9). A major limitation of this approach is the
inability to determine whether the bubbles are representative
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of a pulmonary air leak or of air drawn into the pleural cavity
via an incomplete seal of the tissues around the chest tube.
The latter occurs due to the negative intra-thoracic pressures
generated during respiration, and is particularly evident in
thin patients in whom tissue closure often fails to achieve an
adequate seal during prolonged drainage.
In this article, we describe a simple method to determine
the nature of chest drain bubbling which, in our practice,
has optimized the postoperative management of pulmonary
resection patients.
Methods
Following observation of chest drain bubbling, clinical
examination is performed, with attention given to auscultation
and percussion of the chest and the inspection of any surgical
wounds. If necessary, a plain chest radiograph is performed to
confirm the presence or absence of a significant pneumothorax.
Whilst a pneumothorax may be evident, these routine
interventions cannot confirm an associated pulmonary air leak.
The technique described here relies on the detection of
raised CO2 levels in the chest drainage system to confirm a
pulmonary air leak. If chest drain bubbling is a result of air
entering the pleural space via the chest tube wound, then
the levels of CO2 in the chest drainage system are expected
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Figure 1 Arrangement of equipment.

Figure 2 CO2 waveform in the presence of parenchymal air leak.

to be normal [similar to the atmosphere].
A Propaq® Encore Vital Signs Monitor (WelchAllyn®
NY, USA) is attached to the chest drain via a standard CO2
sampling line. Alternative handheld vital signs monitors
used in the intensive care unit settings may also be suitable
for this task. The elbow connector of the sampling line is
attached to the exhaust of the chest drain system (Figure 1).
The sidestream CO2 option is selected, which will display
the measured CO2 levels as both a waveform and a numeric
value. The patient is then asked to take some controlled, deep
breaths whilst the resultant waveform is observed. In the event
of a pulmonary air leak, the monitor will display a characteristic
CO2 waveform (Figure 2). Conversely, it is assumed that chest
tube bubbling is a result of air drawn through the chest tube
wound in the absence of a CO2 waveform.
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Comment
This simple technique can prevent chest tubes being left in
unnecessarily and has greatly improved our management of
chest drainage systems in postoperative patients. Using this
technique has also reduced the number of patients discharged
home with compact chest drainage systems. Whilst described
here as an aid to managing drains following pulmonary
resection, the technique is equally applicable to other surgical
procedures including bullectomy and lung biopsy. In summary,
we have found the technique described here to be safe, costeffective and reliable at confirming the presence or absence of
a pulmonary air leak following pulmonary resection.
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